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T H E  Q U E S T I O N S  O F  W H AT  A N D  W H O
is on the enterprise network and what is
being done on and over the network has
captured the attention of many researchers
interested in finding appropriate network
discovery technology. Such technology
would not only allow these questions to be
answered accurately, completely, and in a
granular fashion but would allow this
information to be maintained in real time.

In the past several months a number of commercial
companies have hyped a new technological solution
for network discovery: passive network discovery. 

This article sheds light on the weaknesses of passive
network discovery and monitoring systems. While
acknowledging the advantages of this technology, the
article explains its shortcomings, weakness by weak-
nesses, and demonstrates why it is unable to deliver
complete, accurate, and granular network discovery
and monitoring.

Passive Network Discovery

Passive network discovery and monitoring is a tech-
nology that processes captured packets from a moni-
tored network in order to gather information about
the network, its active elements, and their properties.
It is usually installed at a network chokepoint. The
roots of passive network discovery and monitoring
technology go back to the mid-1990s, where refer-
ences regarding use of the technology can be found
[1].

The kind of information collected through passive
network discovery and monitoring might include the
following:

n Active network elements and their properties
(e.g.., underlying operating system)

n Active network services and their versions

n The distances between active network elements
and the monitoring point on the network

n Active client-based software and their versions

n Network utilization information

n Vulnerabilities found for network elements resid-
ing on the monitored network

Such information can be used for the following
purposes:

n Building the layer 3–based topology of a moni-
tored network
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n Auditing

n Providing network utilization information

n Performing network forensics

n Performing vulnerability discovery

n Enhancing the operation of other security
and/or network management systems by provid-
ing context regarding the network they operate
in (information about the network, the active
elements found on the network, and their
properties)

Strengths

Passive network discovery and monitoring systems
have important advantages related to their mode of
operation. 

Real-time operation: The operation (i.e., processing
received network traffic and providing relevant infor-
mation) is performed in real-time. 

Zero performance impact: A passive network discovery
and monitoring system has zero impact on the per-
formance of the monitored network [2]. This is
because the monitored network’s traffic is copied and
fed into the system, the operation of which involves
no active querying. This all means that passive moni-
toring poses no risk to the stability of a monitored
network and can theoretically be installed on any net-
work.

Data processing: Passive network discovery and moni-
toring systems have the ability to gather information
from all TCP/IP layers of network traffic processed.

Detection of active network elements and their prop-
erties: A passive network discovery and monitoring
system is able to detect network elements along with
some of their properties, by observing network activ-
ity related to the network element, provided that it is
receiving and responding to network traffic. This
means a passive system can:

n Detect active network elements that transmit
and/or receive data over the monitored network

n Detect network elements as they become active
and transmit and/or receive data over the moni-
tored network

The ability to detect active network elements based
on their network activity allows passive network dis-
covery and monitoring systems to:

n Detect network elements that have low uptime

n Detect network elements that may transmit
and/or receive data only for short time periods

n Detect which network elements on the moni-
tored network are operational and serving

requests coming from network elements on other
networks

n Detect active network services running on non-
default ports

n Detect active client-based network software oper-
ating on network elements on the monitored net-
work

Detection of elements behind network obstacles: A pas-
sive system can detect active network elements that
operate behind network obstacles and send and/or
receive network traffic over the monitored network. A
network obstacle is a network element that connects
multiple networking elements to a network while fil-
tering traffic from that network to these network ele-
ments (which are logically hidden behind it). Net-
work obstacles include a network firewall, a NAT
device, and a load balancer.

Granular network utilization information: A passive
solution can provide information regarding the net-
work utilization of its monitored network link.
Unlike active monitoring solutions, which only pro-
vide basic network utilization information regarding
the amount of traffic observed over a certain amount
of time through SNMP [3], a passive network discov-
ery and monitoring system supplies network utiliza-
tion information by observing actual network traffic.
A passive system has the ability to supply more gran-
ular and detailed network utilization information
(i.e., per network element, per service, etc.) than
active solutions.

Network utilization abnormality detection: The ability
to provide statistical information regarding network
utilization information, per network element, per net-
work service, and the ability to gather information
from all TCP/IP layers, enables a passive solution to
build usage profiles for any element using the net-
work and for any service used over the monitored
network. These usage profiles can later be used to
detect network-related abnormalities.

Detection of NAT-enabled devices: A passive system
might be able to discover network address translation
(NAT)–enabled devices that operate on the monitored
network and to guess the number of network devices
they might hide behind them [4].

Weaknesses 

Although associated with important advantages, pas-
sive network discovery and monitoring systems have
a number of critical weaknesses that affect their dis-
covery and monitoring capabilities.

What you see is only what you get: By definition, a pas-
sive system will analyze and draw conclusions about
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a monitored network, its elements, and their proper-
ties from network traffic observed at a monitoring
location on the network. Consequently, a passive
solution cannot draw conclusions about an element
and/or its properties if the related network traffic does
not go through the monitoring point. Moreover,
information that needs to be collected by a passive
system might never be gathered, if there is no net-
work activity to disclose the information. A passive
solution cannot detect idle elements, services, and
applications.

The discovery performed by a passive system will be
partial and incomplete, since it is unable, technologi-
cally, to detect all network assets and their respective
properties. Finally, A passive system is blind when it
comes to encrypted network traffic.

No control over the pace of discovery: A passive system
has no control over the type of information that
passes through its monitoring point and its initiation.
Statistically, certain packets might not pass through
the monitoring point for extended periods of time.

Limited IP address space coverage: Lacking control
over the type of information that passes through its
monitoring point, a passive network discovery system
can generically cover only a limited IP address space. 

Not everything can be passively determined: In some
cases, information cannot be discovered by using pas-
sive network discovery. Passive vulnerability discov-
ery is a good example: not all vulnerabilities can be
determined passively, e.g., the vulnerabilities abused
by the Code Red worm [5], the Blaster worm [6], and
the Sasser worm [7].

Incomplete and partial network topology: A passive net-
work discovery and monitoring system gathers net-
work topology information based on the distances
discovered between network elements and the moni-
toring point on the network, by relying on the time-
to-live field value in the IP header of observed net-
work traffic. The time-to-live field value is
decremented from its default value by each routing-
enabled device that processes the IP header of the
packet on its way from the sender to its destination.
Some passive network discovery and monitoring sys-
tems first determine the underlying operating system
of a certain network element before relying on the
time-to-live field value found with network traffic ini-
tiated by this network element.

The network topology information provided by a pas-
sive system relates only to layer 3–based information,
i.e., routing-based information. A passive network
discovery system cannot detect the physical network
topology of a network it is monitoring, for several key
reasons: 

n It cannot detect the network switches that oper-
ate on the network. Usually a network switch
will not generate network traffic other than the
spanning tree protocol, sent only to its adjunct
switches.

n A passive system cannot query switches for their
CAM tables, detecting which network element
(or elements) are connected to which switch
port.

Additionally, a passive system would supply an
incomplete and inaccurate network topology map,
because:

n It cannot uncover routing that does not pass
through its monitoring point.

n It cannot detect other routers operating on the
monitored network.

n It is unable to uncover all of the network assets
operating on the monitored network.

Deployment location and the number of sensors needed:
The deployment location of a passive solution deter-
mines the data quality of the network traffic it
receives. Network traffic data quality is relevant to the
information collection process and is maximized
when the deployment location is as close as possible
to the access layer (i.e., between layer 2 and layer 3).
A passive system loses some of its information collec-
tion abilities when it does not observe layer 2–based
traffic of its monitored network elements. 

A number of passive systems must be deployed in an
enterprise implementation in order to have complete
coverage, with the highest quality data collection, of
the enterprise networks.

Network utilization–related issue: Although it is able to
receive network traffic from multiple monitoring
points passively, a passive system is unable to supply
per-link utilization information. Furthermore, a pas-
sive system cannot uncover communications between
network elements found on the same switch on the
monitoring network.

Limited service monitoring: A passive network discov-
ery system cannot monitor service condition state
transitions or uncover idle services. For example, a
network service might shut down soon after serving
network traffic observed by a passive system, which
will remain in the dark regarding this operational
state transition.

Lesser-Known and More Important Weaknesses

Some weaknesses have not had widespread publicity.
Here are details about some of them, showing why
they are so very important.
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Cannot resist decoy and deception: Although a passive
system might have some conflict resolution policies, it
might be possible, although dependent on a number of
parameters, to trick the system into drawing wrong
conclusions about the network, its elements, and their
properties, by poisoning the observed network traffic.

A passive network discovery and monitoring system’s
conflict resolution policies might not be effective if the
monitoring location does not allow the system to
receive layer 2–based traffic from the monitored net-
work.

Influencing the accuracy of a passive network discov-
ery and monitoring system might influence other sys-
tems, such as network intrusion detection systems
(NIDS) or network intrusion prevention systems
(NIPS), that rely on the data collected by the passive
network discovery and monitoring system as their
input. 

Example 1: Changing Location Information

Discovery relies on the time-to-live field value in the IP
header of observed network traffic. It is possible to
trick a passive network discovery and monitoring sys-
tem, under several conditions, to conclude that a cer-
tain network element is located closer to or further
away from a monitoring location simply by changing
the default time-to-live field value in the IP header. For
example, a Microsoft Windows 2000–based network-
ing element has the default time-to-live field value set
to 128. By changing the default value to the value of
126, a passive system would identify the operating sys-
tem underlying the network element as Windows, and
then trust the time-to-live field value information con-
tained within the IP header of examined packets of this
network element, placing it two hops further away
from the monitoring point.

Example 2: Influencing Network Traffic Utilization
Information

A network element can influence network traffic
utilization information by injecting bogus traffic into
the network and through the monitoring location.
There are many different factors that prevent a passive
network discovery and monitoring system from resist-
ing these and other more and less sophisticated types
of network traffic poisoning. Among them is the
inability of passive systems to validate collected
information.

Denial of service & remote code execution: The 
need of passive systems to decode received packets
passively leaves them vulnerable to DoS and remote-
execution attacks, of which there have been numerous
examples [8]. 

Conclusion
This article has examined the strengths and weak-
nesses of passive network discovery and monitoring
technology. It has demonstrated that despite the tech-
nology’s advantages, it cannot, under any circum-
stances, perform complete, accurate, and granular net-
work discovery and monitoring due to limitations that
directly relate to the passive nature of the technology. 
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